**Boende-Lokolia Road Access Constraints as of 07 October 2014**

**Road before and after the bridge is difficult to pass as the bridge is higher than the road** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Road has been reported with wood log. However, the section is difficult to pass on logs and have now covered with mud and broken** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Very muddy section and reported to get worse** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Section before and after the bridge reported to be very difficult to pass. Bridge is ~1m higher than the road** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Section before and after the bridge reported to be very difficult to pass because of mud.** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Road has been repaired with wood logs. However, this section is difficult to pass as logs are now covered with mud or broken** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Section before and after the bridge reported to be very difficult to pass. Bridge is ~1m higher than the road** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Road before and after the bridge reported to be very difficult to pass because of the mud before and after the bridge and steep slope** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Road is very muddy. It is getting worse with the ongoing rainy season and traffic.** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Bridge is above road level. It is difficult to pass because of the mud before and after the bridge and steep slope** (WFP, 6/10/2014)

**Bac Yongo, Boende side. The ferry has no engine and the ramps cannot be lifted. The ferry is moved with pirogues.**

**Bac Yongo, Lokolia side. Going on and off the ferry is difficult.**
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**Road before and after the bridge is difficult to pass because the road is higher than the bridge.**

**Wooden bridge, section before and after have been reported as very difficult to pass because of mud.** (WFP, 6/10/2014)
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